In this paper we give by a unified formula the classification of exceptional compact simple Kantor triple systems defined on tensor products of composition algebras corresponding to realifications of exceptional simple Lie algebras.
Introduction
The classification of exceptional simple Kantor triple systems, specially those defined on tensor products of division composition algebras considered over the field C of complex numbers, was given by a unified formula by I.L. Kantor ([13] , [14, Proposition 4] ) in connection with exceptional simple Lie algebras. The notion of (simple) structurable algebras was given by B.N. Allison [1] who studied in particular those defined on tensor products A 1 ⊗ A 2 of composition algebras [3] .
The connection between Kantor triple systems and structurable algebras was studied by H. Asano and S. Kaneyuki [8] who also studied [5, 7, 11] nection with classical real simple Lie algebras and a classification theorem over the field R of real numbers. The notion of compactness is essential from the classification point of view.
Kantor triple systems defined on tensor products of composition algebras over R appeared in connection with real exceptional Lie algebras [15] .
The present paper is concerned with giving by a unified formula the classification of exceptional compact simple Kantor triple systems defined on tensor products of composition algebras corresponding to realifications of complex exceptional simple Lie algebras.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 1 serves a preliminary purpose; we give a short overview of the basic definitions and known results on triple systems, Lie and structurable algebras. Since our formulas follow [13] and lie in the opposite algebra of [1] we show here results on the associated Kantor triple system B The main results are proved in Section 2, where we give a unified formula for models of compact realifications of simple Kantor triple systems defined on tensor products of composition algebras (Theorem 2.1), an explicit formula for the quadratic canonical trace form for these triples (Corollary 2.1) and the classification for the exceptional ones (Theorem 2.2) as well as the corresponding Kantor algebras for both the exceptional (Theorem 2.2) and classical ones (Proposition 2.2).
Triple systems, graded Lie algebras and structurable algebras
Let U be a Lie algebra over a field F of characteristic zero. U is called a graded Lie algebra (abbreviated as GLA) if it is a Lie algebra of the form
Let U be a finite dimensional vector space over the field F and B : U × U × U → U be a trilinear map. The pair (B, U ) is called a triple system over F.
For x, y ∈ U define the linear endomorphisms L x,y , R x,y and S x,y on U by
A triple system (B, U ) is called a generalized Jordan triple system (abbreviated as GJTS) if the following identity is valid [8, §1] :
(1.1)
A triple system (B, U ) is called a Jordan triple system [13] if it satisfies the identity (1.1) and B(x, z, y) = B(y, z, x), for all x, y, z ∈ U .
Let (B, U ) and (B , U ) be two GJTS's. We say that a linear map
In this case (B, U ) and (B , U ) are said to be isomorphic.
Let (B, U ) be a GJTS and V k , k = 1, 2, 3, be subspaces of U . We denote by B( 
Remark. Many authors [4, 14] define a KTS to be a triple system (B, U ) satisfying the identities (1.1), (1.2) instead of the identity (1.1) together with the fact that its Kantor algebra is 5-graded. The definitions are equivalent.
A GJTS is called exceptional (classical ) if its Kantor algebra is exceptional (classical) Lie algebra.
For z ∈ U we define a bilinear map
Let (B, U ) be a finite dimensional KTS and γ B be the canonical (trace) form for the KTS (B, U ), i.e. the symmetric bilinear form on U defined by [5] 
x ∈ A} and denote by Hom F (A) the associative algebra over F of all linear transformations on A. Then (see [9] ) the multiplication algebra M(A) of A is defined to be associative subalgebra of Hom F (A) generated by L A ∪ R A and the centroid of A is defined to be the set Let (A, − ) be a unital non-associative algebra over F with involution (involutive antiautomorphism) − and let (A op , − ) denote the opposite algebra, i.e. the algebra with multiplication defined by x · op y = yx, x, y ∈ A, where in the right-hand side of the equality the multiplication is done in A.
Remark. The algebras (A,
) and (A op , − ) are isomorphic under the map x →x (this is true for any algebra with involution).
We define V x,y ∈ Hom F (A) and the opposite operator
Then let us define the triple systems B A (x, y, z) and B
op
A (x, y, z) by A unital non-associative finite dimensional algebra with involution (A, − ) is called a structurable algebra if the following identity is fulfilled
(1. Let (A, − ) be a structurable algebra. Then, by [1] 
, where B A is the triple system obtained from the algebra (A, − ). Let R, C, H and O denote the real algebras of real and complex numbers, quaternions and octonions, respectively. They are called division composition algebras [9] and are defined by their explicit multiplication tables [17] .
Let A be one of the division composition algebras R, C, H, O and let u l , l = 1, . . . , dim R A, where dim R A ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8}, denote the standard units of A.
We define conjugation − on a standard unit u of A bȳ
and extend the conjugation − by linearity on A. 
Remark. By [17, §3] , − is an involution on any composition algebra A above.
Let A k , k = 1, 2, be division composition algebras. We define the tensor product A 1 ⊗ A 2 of algebras A k , k = 1, 2, to be the algebra with multiplication
and we call the tensor products u k ⊗ u l the standard units of
Remark. We always identify the algebra R ⊗ A with the algebra A.
Let us define conjugation − on A 1 ⊗ A 2 by 10) where − in the right-hand side of (1.10) is the conjugation on A k , k = 1, 2.
Remark. Then clearly − is an involution on the algebra A 1 ⊗ A 2 .
Let now A C be any of the complex composition algebras R C , C C , H C , O C , i.e. the division composition algebras regarded as algebras over C. We define conjugation − and scalar extended conjugation, called pseudoconjugation, ∧ on the complex algebra A C bȳ
(1.11) Let A C k , k = 1, 2, be complex composition algebras. We define the tensor product A C 1 ⊗ A C 2 of the complex algebras A C k to be the algebra with multiplication induced in a natural way by (1.9) and we define conjugation − and pseudoconjugation ∧ on the complex algebra A C 1 ⊗ A C 2 by 13) where − ( ∧ ) in the right-hand side of the last identities denote the conjugation (pseudoconjugation) defined by (1.11), (1.12) on the complex algebras A C k .
Remark. Then clearly − and ∧ are involutions of the complex algebra A C 1 ⊗ A C 2 and the map
Proof. This follows from [1, §8(iv) Let now A be a K-algebra for any extension field of K of F. We denote by A F the algebra A considered as algebra over F. If A is an algebra over C then we call the algebra A R the realification of the complex algebra A. Proof. Since (A, − ) is a structurable algebra over C then clearly (A R , − ) is a structurable algebra over R since the identity (1.6) is still valid. Then the assertions follows from Proposition 1.3 for F = R. 2
On compact realifications of exceptional simple KTS's

Models of compact simple Kantor triple systems
Let A C k , k = 1, 2, be each one of the complex composition algebras R C , C C , H C , O C . Let A C 1 ⊗ A C 2 be the tensor products of composition algebras A C k , k = 1, 2, defined by (1.9) with conjugation − and pseudoconjugation ∧ defined by (1.13) and let
We prove then the main results in Theorems 2.1, 2.2, Proposition 2.2 and Corollary 2.1.
Proposition 2.1. The triple systems (φ, (A
C 1 ⊗ A C 2 ) R ) defined by formula (2.
14) are KTS's satisfying the condition (A).
Proof. By Lemma 1.2 and Proposition 1.4 it follows that
2 ) R , are KTS's satisfying the condition (A). Moreover, by (2.14) and (
Then the assertions follow from [6, Lemma 1.5], since the map ϕ(y) =ȳ ∧ is an involutive automorphism on the algebra
is equal to φ(x, y, z) = xȳz, x, y, z ∈ C R , hence it is a JTS.
Remark. By Lemma 1.2 and Propositions 1.2, 1.4 it follows that the KTS's
Theorem 2.1. Let A C 1 ⊗ A C 2 be the tensor product of complex composition algebras defined (within symmetry) by (1.9) with pseudoconjugation ∧ and conjugation − defined by (1.
13). Then the KTS's (φ, (A
Proof. We show first that the canonical (trace) form γ φ defined by (
Since the canonical form is symmetric let us consider the corresponding quadratic form which by (1.3) is
(2.15)
Then, by (2.15) and (2.14), we have that γ φ (x, x) = Tr(z → f (x, x)z), where (2.17) for any Regarding each one of the four terms of (2.16) it can be easily seen, by (1.11), (1.12), (1.13) , that the actual coefficients are those which result from the following combinations (both for units u l ⊗ u m and i(u l ⊗ u m )):
where |x st | denotes the norm of x st ∈ C. Hence we have
and, by Lemma 1.1, the first three terms above give only pluses and we have
Then by (2.17), the quadratic form γ φ (x, x) is positive definite since, by (2.18),
We prove now simplicity. Since the KTS's φ(x, y, z) = B
2 ) R , are compact then they are simple if and only if the corresponding Kantor algebras L (φ(x, y, z) ) are simple, by [5, Theorem 3.7] . Moreover, since B
are simple if and only if the structurable algebras 
Remark. Let us define the triple systems (φ , (A
are isomorphic under the map x →x and φ (x, y, z) =
As consequence of the proof of Theorem 2.1 we give in Corollary 2.1 an explicit formula for the quadratic canonical form γ φ (x, x) for the compact KTS's (φ, (A C 1 ⊗ A C 2 ) R ) defined by (2.14). We give a definition first.
Let A = A + + A − be an algebra over F with conjugation − , where A + (A − ) denote the space of eigenvectors with eigenvalues +1 (−1) of the linear operator − . We define the signature sgn A ( − ) of conjugation on A to be the number 
be the compact KTS's defined by (2.14) . Then the canonical quadratic form defined by (2.15 ) is equal to
where the coefficients corresponding to each fixed tensor product A C 1 ⊗ A C 2 are given in Table 1 where in the first column (row) is given dim C A C 1 (dim C A C 2 ). 
The assertion is then a direct consequence of (2.20) and [16, Lemma 2.4 ]. 2
The classification
Let A C 1 ⊗ A C 2 be the tensor product of complex composition algebras defined (within symmetry) by (1.9) with pseudoconjugation ∧ and conjugation − defined by (1.13). Let Lie algebras be denoted as in [12] . 
Theorem 2.2. All compact realifications of exceptional simple KTS's defined on the tensor product of complex composition algebras are the KTS's (φ, (O
Proof. 
be the simple compact KTS's defined by (2.14) . By the proof of Theorem 2.1, the Kantor algebras L(φ) and
Then the assertions follow from (1.7) and [12, Table I ] since it can be easily seen that the only possible
be the simple compact KTS's defined by (2.14) , where (within symmetry) A C 1 ⊗ A C 2 is one of the tensor products of complex composition algebras (2.19 ). The proof is done case by case starting with the first and third. For notational consistence let the complex algebras below denoted by = (x 1ȳ1 z 1 + z 1ȳ1 x 1 − z 1 x 2ȳ2 ) ⊕ (x 2ȳ2 z 2 + z 2ȳ2 x 2 −ȳ 1 x 1 z 2 ), (2.21) In order to show the last assertion, let us denote by E l the unit matrix of order l, by J l = (a ij ) the matrix of order l with a ij = δ i,l+1−j and J l = J l ⊗ E 4 . Then we consider the 5-GLA so(12, C) of [11, 
Then the corresponding Kantor algebras are the following realifications of classical Lie algebras L(φ, (C
C ⊗ R C ) R ) = sl(3, C) R , L(φ, (H C ⊗ R C ) R ) = sp(3, C) R , L(φ, (H C ⊗ C C ) R ) = sl(6, C) R , L(φ, (H C ⊗ H C ) R ) = so(12, C) R .
Proof. It is enough to show the assertions for the KTS's (φ , (A
C 1 ⊗ A C 2 ) R ) defined byR C ⊕ R C , M l (R C ) and M l (R C ) ⊕ M l (R C ) be C ⊕ C, M l (C) and M l (C) ⊕ M l (C),φ 2 (X 1 ⊕ X 2 , Y 1 ⊕ Y 2 , Z 1 ⊕ Z 2 ) = X 1Ȳ 1 Z 1 + Z 1Ȳ 1 X 1 − Z 1 X 2Ȳ 2 ⊕ X 2Ȳ 2 Z 2 + Z 2Ȳ 2 X 2 −Ȳ 1 X 1 Z 2 ,(
